
 

 

February 16, 2021, 
 
Via Email  
nikki@northernconfluence.ca 
gregk@skeenawild.org 
 
Attention:  Nikki Skuce,  

Co-chair, BC Mining Law Reform Network 
 

Greg Knox 
Executive Director, SkeenaWild Conservation Trust 

 
Dear. Ms. Skuce and Mr. Knox: 
 
Re: Inaccurate Information Regarding the KSM Project in the New Map/Press Release 

issued by SkeenaWild and the BC Mining Law Reform Network 
 
With respect to the SkeenaWild and BC Mining Law Reform network’s January 19th press release: 
New Map Shows Dozens of Mine Pollution Threats in BC, I am concerned by your continued 
inaccurate portrayal and factual errors regarding the KSM Project.  
 
Of particular concern, is your identification of the KSM Project on the map, ‘BC Contaminated 
Mine Sites’, as a mine site with acid rock drainage concerns. This is an inaccurate and a highly 
misleading statement. KSM Project is not a mine, it is a potential mining project. 
 
Additionally, for your reference, we have included below factual information to correct your 
record regarding acid rock drainage. 
 
Seabridge Gold has been collecting surface water quality monitoring data for the KSM 
Project in upper Mitchell Creek, upstream of the confluence with McTagg Creek, since 2007. 
The Mitchell Glacier is receding over time, which has exposed the Mitchell deposit. Your report 
failed to mention that this exposure causes naturally occurring acid rock drainage due to oxidation 
of the sulphide mineralization within the bedrock. This acid rock drainage is not caused by the 
KSM Project.  
 
Like much of the project area, the Mitchell valley is naturally acidic with PH values of 2.3 – 2.5 
occurring in the valley. Thus, Mitchell and Sulphurets Creek’s water quality is characterized by 
naturally elevated metals concentrations including copper, selenium, iron and sulphate. As you 
might also know, Sulphurets Creek obtained its name from the smell of Sulphur that is evident 
along the stream, due to oxidizing pyrite mineralization.  
 
Further, the proposed KSM Project is within the Unuk River watershed, which flows into Alaska 
and discharges into Burroughs Bay and eventually the Pacific Ocean. Sulphurets Creek is a main 
tributary of the Unuk River. Along its flow path to its confluence with the Unuk River, Sulphurets 
Creek receives inputs from several tributaries, the largest being Mitchell Creek. The naturally 
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occurring acid rock drainage has already impacted the water quality of Mitchell Creek, Sulphurets 
Creek and the Unuk River, long before and irrespective of the proposed KSM Project.  Water 
quality in these watersheds cannot therefore be characterized as pristine. 

Protecting and improving the water quality in and around the KSM Project is one of the 
top priorities of the Seabridge Gold, and indeed a potential benefit of the development of the 
project. Therefore, an extensive water management system has been proposed and vetted in the 
extensive environmental assessment process. This process will not only manage water that has 
been in contact with mining activities but will also improve the existing naturally poor water 
quality of the Mitchell and Sulphurets Creeks and Unuk River.  
 
To ensure that water is treated to the required quality, KSM will construct two water treatment 
facilities: 

• a conventional high-density sludge (HDS) lime water treatment; and 
• a selenium treatment plant (Selen-IXTM) with capacity to remove selenium to ensure that 

BC Water Quality Guideline for the Protection of Aquatic Life for Se (<0.002 mg/L) is 
maintained at the BC/Alaska border. 
 

The pictures below demonstrate the existing natural conditions around the KSM Project, and in 
particular the current water quality issues in this region.  
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Successfully completed the Environmental Assessment  
 
It is also important to note that the proposed KSM Project successfully completed a rigorous 
independent joint harmonized BC-Canada Environmental Assessment (EA) as mandated by the 
BC Environmental Assessment Act and the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act (1992) 
respectively, in 2014. The Canadian Minister of the Environment, in her decision statement 
approving KSM, concluded “The project is not likely to cause adverse environmental effects as 
defined in the former Act (referring to the Canadian Environmental Assessment Act 1991), taking 
into account the implementation of mitigation measures described in the report” and “the 
mitigation measures and follow up programs described in the Report are appropriate for the 
project”. 
 
This approval was granted following a thorough independent review of the KSM’s environmental 
impact statement which described the potential residual effects associated with the project on all 
valued ecosystem components, including water quality and quantity, in accordance and as defined 
by the former Act. A regional cumulative effects assessment and alternative analyses were also 
completed, as required by the Canadian Environmental Assessment Agency (CEAA) and BC. The 
Minister, in making her decision, relied upon a CEAA scientific report which stated, “The agency 
has concluded that no significant adverse impacts on water quality, water quantity, fish, or human 
health are expected on the Alaskan side of the Unuk River.” 
 
It is also to note that the KSM Project was publicly supported by the Gitxsan Hereditary Chiefs 
Office, and the Tahltan and Nisga’a Nations during the environmental assessment process, 
Seabridge has signed significant benefit agreements with the Nisga’a and Tahltan and also has a 
signed “Environmental Agreement” with the Gitanyow First Nation. 
 
Tailings Management Facility 
 
In your press release, you also raised concerns about the safety of tailings dam in general. We 
would like to take this opportunity to inform you that KSM Project’s Tailings Management 
Facility’s (TMF) design, construction and operation has been planned to meet the most rigorous 
applicable standards. KSM’s TMF will be regulated and monitored in compliance with the 
Canadian Dam Safety Association, International Commission on Large Dams, International 
Council on Mining and Metals, Mining Association of Canada, and Engineers and Geoscientists 
BC, along with regular and ongoing reviews by an eight-member Independent Geotechnical 
Review Board.  
 
Seabridge Gold also voluntarily initiated a Best Available Tailings Technology (BATT) Review 
of the planned management approach for the KSM Project. This study confirmed that the existing 
tailing management facility design is the best available technology for tailings deposition and the 
most environmentally responsible plan to minimize long term risks associated with the proposed 
tailing storage facility for the KSM Project and that dry stacking was not a viable deposition 
method. 
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As a further step in the KSM review process of the proposed tailing management approach, well 
after receipt of the Environmental Assessment approvals, Seabridge commissioned an independent 
review of the BATT report by Dr. Dirk van Zyl, a world-recognized expert in tailings, mined-earth 
structures and sustainability with more than 40 years of experience. He also sat on the Mount 
Polley Independent Expert Review Panel. In his review, Dr. van Zyl concluded: "I support the 
overall conclusions of the KSM BAT report.” 
 
Voluntary Environmental Remediation at the Johnny Mountain Mine   
 
In the release, you also failed to acknowledge that Seabridge is voluntarily reclaiming the historic 
legacy and outstanding liabilities at the Johnny Mountain Mine site at our Iskut property over a 
multi-year reclamation program, with the support of the Tahltan Nation. To date, Seabridge Gold 
has spent approximately $6 million to restore the Johnny Mountain Mine site (which was 
developed by a different operator and then purchased by Seabridge) and ensure that the Project is 
in compliance with BC Government regulations and authorizations.  
 
The overall objective of the reclamation plan for the Johnny Mountain site is to return disturbed 
lands and new anthropogenic landforms to their original land use and capability of alpine tundra 
wildlife habitat. Some of the remediation work done to date includes – 

• Implemented general site cleanup;  
• Dismantling the abandoned fuel tank farm; 
• Removing hazardous materials including miscellaneous chemicals, batteries, mercury 

lights, and asbestos from the mill building and sent offsite to a licensed hazardous waste 
disposal facility; 

• Closing underground adits and portals;  
• Strengthened sections of the Tailings Management Facility with fill material; and  
• Revegetated disturbed areas, using locally sourced native grass seed mix, willow, alder, 

and heather/heath transplants.  
 

Concluding Remarks 
 
Once the KSM project begins operations, it will be subject to monitoring requirements under a 
variety of approved plans including aquatic effects management, selenium management, wildlife 
management and the Canadian Metal Mining and Effluent Regulations. We are confident in our 
design and the robustness of the environmental assessment review processes that were mandated 
by BC and Canada, respectively.  
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Your continued perpetuation of false information about the KSM Project is concerning and 
Seabridge requests you immediately stop posting inaccurate information.  
 
If you wish to discuss our work at the KSM Project or Johnny Mountain mine site, or if you are 
interested in a site tour (post COVID) of the KSM Project to learn accurate facts about the location 
and existing conditions around the KSM Project and what we are doing to protect the environment 
including the water and aquatic life in greater detail, I can be reached via email, 
brent@seabridgegold.com.  
 
Sincerely, 

 
 
R Brent Murphy, M.Sc., P.Geol.,  
Senior Vice President, Environmental Affairs 
RBM/RS/… 
Attachments  
 

CC: Emma Gilchrist,  
       Editor-in-chief/Executive Director at The Narwhal  
       emma@thenarwhal.ca 
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